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Abstract

The rising number of undecided individuals in pre-election polls constitutes a severe problem

for conventional surveys and methodology, permitting only precise answers to the question about

which party respondents plan to vote for. Hereby, these growing subgroups, undecided between

specific parties are neglected and uncertainty attached to the answers is not accounted for. This

thesis proposes to extend the traditional question about party preference to the possibility of a

set valued answer, if the individual is incapable to state one precise party, allowing undecided

participants to express their position in an accurate manner. The resulting set valued information

can be analyzed under ontic or so-called epistemic imprecision, while we focus on the ontic,

considering each group of individuals undecided between specific parties as an entity of its own

and therefore enabling choice modeling for these groups of interest. Hereby, the state space of

the original nominal and finite set of the single parties is extended to its power set, on which all

conventional methodology is applicable. The new approach of discrete choice models under ontic

imprecision is implemented using the dataset from the German Longitudinal Election Study for the

federal election in 2017, providing sufficient information for an artificial construction of an ontic

variable. The multinomial logit model is used for choice modeling and applied to this data using

regularization for variable selection. Within the results, some differences to the conventional model

are apparent, stressing the virtue of our novel, more differentiated and accurate approach, while

more detailed information is provided by including the groups undecided between specific parties.

This thesis can be seen as a step towards the solution of the chicken-egg-dilemma resulting from

the lack of surveys including the set valued question as well as missing methodology for such data.
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1 Introduction: Pre-Election Behavior Modeling

Pre-election polls and surveys about electoral behavior are widely used with great media attention,

even though criticized heavily for wrong predictions during the past years. (Jennings and Wlezien,

2018) (Keeter, 2018, p. 5) The centre of these surveys usually is the intended party to vote for. In

conventional surveys the participant is allowed to choose one single party (often only out of the ones

anticipated to reach at least one seat in the parliament), an other option and a do not know option,

while several other questions are amended, depending on the survey at hand. The analysis of such data

mostly aims at one of two goals. One: the prediction of the election outcome and two: the analysis

of voting behavior. This thesis will focus on the latter and only touch the former briefly. Frequently,

participants choosing the do not know or other options are excluded in conventional analysis. (Plass

et al., 2015, p. 257)

One major development concerning pre-election polls is the rising number of undecided voters. A

study argues that the number of undecided individuals eligible to vote one month prior to the federal

German election has risen from 39 to 46 % in the last two elections. (Zeit, 2017, p. 1). The increase

of undecided voters inevitably leads to more individuals being neglected in the analysis, as long as

participants are given the three options explained above and only the precise party choice answers are

considered. If the underlying process of being an undecided voter is not missing completely at random,

next to the decrease of sample size, bias is introduced if this problem is not accounted for. (Rubin,

2004, ch. 1)

In order to live up to this challenge, this thesis proposes to allow undecided voters a fourth option

of set valued answers. Hereby, the undecided are not forced to choose solely one single party, but

are allowed to state all parties they are incapable to choose from, hence excluding parties they will

definitely not vote for. Therefore, the participants can express their opinion no matter how precise

or imprecise it might be, while all individuals are compelled to state their intend as precisely as they

are capable of. Hereby, the complete set becomes the do not know option and the empty set is the

information of participants not intending to vote at all, while the set representing exactly one party is

the decided voter.

The idea of set valued response in election choice was also recently introduced by (Oscarsson and

Rosema, 2019) in a political science framework, arguing that stepwise exclusion of options is the

natural process of human choice (ibid., p.256). From this research, four further papers (Oscarsson

and Oskarson, 2019), (Rekker and Rosema, 2019), (Fredén and Sohlberg, 2019) and (Steinbrecher

and Schoen, 2019) resulted in cooperation, mostly focussing on political implications (ibid.) and the

modeling of whether or not people have choice sets (Oscarsson and Oskarson, 2019, p. 278 ff.), but not

providing a proper mathematical framework for the analysis of the resulting set valued information.

The expected improvement concerning the nonresponse and accuracy comes at the price of imprecision

attached to the set valued answers of the undecided. This so called fuzzy information is a topic

thoroughly researched for example in (Couso and Dubois, 2014). The resulting set valued information

can be analyzed under ontic or epistemic imprecision, the latter understanding the set as a container of
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one accurate value, while the former regards the set as an entity of itself. Both approaches, in contrast

to the conventional one, enable inclusion of the undecided voters. While the epistemic approach

recommends itself for prediction purposes, the ontic one enables analyzing subgroups undecided

between specific parties as entities of their own, therefore providing information on groups of special

interest concerning voting behavior. This thesis focusses on the ontic approach, regarding the set

valued information of an undecided as the most accurate possible and true representation of the opinion

at the given point in time. Hereby, the nominal and finite state space containing the single parties used

by the conventional analysis is extended to its power set (Couso and Dubois, 2014, p. 1504), enabling

usage of all common statistical methods on this, once again finite and nominal new space. (Plass et al.,

2015, p. 2)

In this thesis we make use of this fact, extending discrete choice models first introduced by (McFadden,

1973) to ontic imprecision. State of the art choice modeling as can be found under (Mauerer et al.,

2015) or (Tutz, 2011, ch. 8) is applied on the new state space following the new, ontic approach.

The idea is implemented using data from the most renowned German pre-election poll, the German

Longitudinal Election Study (GLES) for the federal election of 2017, which even though not con-

taining set valued response, provides information about the uncertainty of the vote and assessment

of the parties, enabling artificial construction of an ontic, set valued variable. On the one hand the

implementation strives to prove the concept of choice modeling under ontic imprecision and on the

other provides new insights into the German federal election of 2017, by focussing on the specific

subgroups. Hereby, we contribute to a solution to the chicken-egg dilemma, resulting from the lack of

surveys including the set valued question as well as missing methodology, providing a straight forward,

applicable approach for such data. (Fink, 2018, p. 7) The analysis is conducted using the Categorically

Structured Lasso regularization method from (Tutz, Pößnecker, and Uhlmann, 2015) to select variables

for the multinomial logit model as the most common discrete choice model. (Tutz, 2011, ch.8) The

results of the ontic model are interpreted and compared to the conventional approach.

Our main contributions are: 1: Providing the mathematical framework for straight forward and applica-

ble methodology for set valued responses in pre-election polls for choice modeling. 2: Introducing

and applying discrete choice models under ontic imprecision for pre-election research. 3: Providing

insights into behavioral patterns of subgroups undecided between specific parties for the German

federal election of 2017.

This thesis is structured as follows: First, the theory and genesis of discrete choice models will be

reviewed in chapter 2.1 and after explaining ontic and epistemic imprecision in chapter 2.2, further

extended to ontic imprecision in chapter 2.3. Chapter 3 applies the earlier discussed methods to the

German federal election in 2017 using data from the GLES. Later on, results will be analyzed, the

approaches compared and the success of the concept will be discussed, while providing ideas for

further research.
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The methods section is divided into three parts. First, the multinomial logit model in the context of

discrete choice models are motivated and explained, the estimation process discussed and regularization

as a mean of variable selection reviewed. Second, ontic and epistemic imprecision as approaches to deal

with set valued imprecision are compared, while providing the basic mathematical principles. Third,

discrete choice models are introduced to ontic imprecision, laying the foundation for the application in

chapter 3.

2.1 Discrete Choice Models

Due to the human categorical understanding of the world and choice (M. Young, 2016, p. 43 ff.), people

are frequently faced with finite and therefore discrete options to choose from. Modeling behavior being

faced with these options has a long tradition in social science, economics and statistics. (Thurner, 2000,

p. 493) The current research mostly goes back to the works of (McFadden, 1973) but extensions and

different approaches have been discussed extensively. An overview of discrete choice models in the

realm of political science can be found for example in (Thurner, 2000).

This chapter motivates the multinomial logit model, as the most frequently used discrete choice model

with the random utility assumption. Hereby, the notation and motivation is provided in chapter 2.1.1

following the approach of (Tutz, 2011, ch. 8) as well as the estimation in chapter 2.1.3. Further on,

regularization as a mean of variable selection in discrete choice models is discussed.

2.1.1 From Random Utility to the Multinomial Logit Model

This section provides a probabilistic modeling approach analyzing behavior of individuals facing

discrete and disjunctive options. Our goal is to model the probability Pi,B(r) for individual i to choose

option r from the set of alternatives B = 1, ...,k based on empirical data about the individual, the

options and the choices made. Hereby, the interpretation of influences on the individuals’ choice is the

main interest. Basis for such a probabilistic choice model for PB(r) is a probabilistic choice system:

{B, {PB, B ∈ B}} with B as the set of available alternatives and PB(r) as the probability to choose

option r from the set B. Given this probabilistic choice system we assume that each option r ∈ B holds

a latent utility Ur divided in an observable part ur and a random part εr. In our case of electoral choice

the fixed utility ur is characterized by attributes of the alternatives and individual characteristics.

Second, we open the utility maximization assumption, arguing that each individual always chooses the

option for which the utility is maximal, hence

Y = r↔Ur = max
1,...,k

U j (2.1)

If a probabilistic choice system meets these assumptions, it is called a random utility model.
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The probability PB(r) to choose option r from the set B can therefore be constructed as

P(Ur | B) = P(Ur ≥Uk, ∀k ∈ B)

⇔ P(ur−uk ≥ εk− εr, ∀k ∈ B)
(2.2)

This equation leads to the distribution function FB,r over the differences εsr = εs− εr as a m− 1

dimensional vector εB,r = (ε1r, ...,εmr) under the iid assumption:

FB,r =
∫ ur−u1

−∞

· · ·
∫ ur−um

−∞

fB,r(ε1r, . . . ,εmr) dε1r, . . . ,dεmr (2.3)

with fB,r as the density of εr and FB,r as the cumulative distribution function of εB,r. Now for every

choice set B of which the elements of B consist of the entire discrete alternatives, any distribution

assumption about εT = (ε1, ...,εk) will result in a specific type of a discrete choice model.

Choosing the Gumbel distribution F(x) = exp(−exp(−x)) of independent and identically distributed

(ε1, ...,εk) results in the cumulative distribution function of the differences (ε1− εr, ...,εk− εr) in

regards to the m−1 number of xi from the Gumbel distribution following (Tutz, 2011, p. 227):

Fm−1(x1, ...,xm−1) =
1

1+∑
m−1
i=1 exp(xi)

(2.4)

This leads directly to the so called multinomial logit model (MNL) to calculate the probability of one

option r ∈ B.

PB(r) =
1

1+∑ j 6=r exp(−(ur−u j))
=

exp(ur)

∑
m
j=1 exp(u j)

(2.5)

There are several alternatives to the MNL, most of which are based on a different distribution assump-

tion or the relaxation of the iid assumption. (ibid., ch. 8) Further on, the now motivated MNL is

examined more thoroughly and the estimation process is explained in the succeeding chapter.

2.1.2 The Multinomial Logit Model as a Discrete Choice Model

Equation 2.5 corresponds directly to the generic form of the multinomial logit model with ur as the

predictor. (ibid., p. 227 f.) Other than within the classical linear regression, the predictor, hereafter

written as η consists of two rather than one main components. Hereby, both the individuals as well as

the categories have certain properties, possibly influencing the choice. The individuals’ variables like

age, sex or education are so-called global variables, while the category specific variables represents

the quality of one component of the alternative at hand. Thinking about the common example of

choice of modes of transport already used by (McFadden, 1973, p. 130 ff.), the category specific

variables would be for example price or duration, while the individual specific are age or sex. In

electoral choice, category specific variables are not as straight forward, as there is often no objective

placement of parties and most scales on political topics are ambiguous. Thus, alternative specific

variables are constructed. Given a position on a scale (like the left right spectrum in political science)

each individual can subjectively place himself as well as all the participating parties on that scale. The
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absolute difference between the self position on the scale and the subjectively determined position of

the party can now be interpreted as a property of the party for that individual, for which holds: the

lower the absolute difference the better. Hereby, like in (Tutz, Pößnecker, and Uhlmann, 2015, p. 209)

the alternatives are characterized by positions on policy dimensions, while the resulting difference

can be seen as a natural scale. The absolute difference between the assessment and the self position

is resulting in the variable wir ∈ {wi1, . . . ,wik} is therefore containing the attributes of category r for

individual i.

The predictor resulting from individual and alternative specific properties for the category r ∈
{1, . . . ,k−1} compared to the reference category k for individual i ∈ {1, . . .n} is thus written as:

ηir = βr0 + xT
i βr +(wir−wik)

T
α r = 1, . . . ,k−1 (2.6)

βr0 and βr are vectors containing the global parameters for the category r and α as the parameter

determining the category specific influence, while (wir−wik)
T represent the difference to the reference

category for individual i. Both parameter vectors are to be estimated using the underlying data.

Bringing this structuring of the predictor together with the model developed in equation 2.5 the form

of log odds for choice of option r in comparison to the reference category k manifests itself as:

log

(
PB(r)
PB(k)

)
= ur−uk = xT

βr +(wr−wk)
T

α (2.7)

with ur and uk being the utility towards the options r and k, while their difference can be written as the

predictor specified above.

The multinomial logit model in its generic form in equation 2.5 is generally reliant on a side constraint

to enable estimation. Here either choosing a reference category k ∈ B resulting in βk = 0 or using a

symmetric constraint is necessary, while we rely on the former for further analysis.

2.1.3 Estimation in the Multinomial Logit Model

This chapter examines the estimation process for the parameter vectors βr for each category r ∈
{1, . . . ,k−1} and the vector α using maximum likelihood estimation.

The MNL can be written with regard to the multinominal distribution, which is an extension of the

binomial distribution to multiple categories. (Fahrmeir, Kneib, and Lang, 2007, p. 237 ff.) therefore

estimating parameters by determining the maximum of the likelihood (so-called maximum likelihood

estimation) is possible. The most common approach, also used in this thesis, obtains the estimates by

setting the first derivative of the log-likelihood to zero. (G. Young and Smith, 2005, ch. 8) The steps

can be found in different literature, while we focus on the approach of (Tutz, 2011, ch. 8.6.1).

Let π1, . . . ,πk be the probabilities related to the 1, . . . ,k options, while only q = k− 1 probabilities

are relevant as the kth probability can be calculated using the other ones. The yi are multinomial

distributed, with ni repetitions with k = q+1 categories

(yi1, ...,yiq)∼M(ni,πi) (2.8)
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following a multivariate exponential family.

Thus the density f of yi can be written with regard to the multinomial distribution as:

f (yi) =
ni!

yi1! · · ·yiq!(ni− yi1−·· ·− yiq)!
π

yi1
i1 · · ·π

yiq
iq (1−πi1−·· ·−πiq)

(ni−yi1−···−yiq)

= exp(yT
i θi +ni log(1−πi1−·· ·−πiq)+ log(ci))

(2.9)

This yields the likelihood

L(β ) =
N

∏
i=1

ci π
yi1
i1 · · ·π

yiq
iq (1−πi1−·· ·−πiq)

ni−yi1−···−yiq (2.10)

and thus the log-likelihood l(β ) = ∑
N
i=1 li(πi) with

li(πi) = ni

{ q

∑
r=i

pir log
(

πir

1−πi1 · · ·−πiq

)
+ log(1−πi1−·· ·−πiq)

}
+ log(ci) (2.11)

The score function as the first derivative of the log-likelihood function, as well as the explicit Fischer

information and covariance matrix of the maximum likelihood estimation in the MNL can be found

in (Tutz, 2011, p. 219 f.). Further reading on maximum likelihood estimation and multinomial

distributions is available for example in (G. Young and Smith, 2005, ch. 8).

The parametric model can therefore be estimated analytically and the uncertainty can be quantified for

instance under a frequentist perspective.

There are three tests mainly used for the MNL: The Wald test, the Lagrange multiplier test and the

Likelihood ratio test, see for example (Croissant, 2012, p. 24 ff.). Often, whether or not a specific

estimate is different from zero is tested. Further reading on testing theory can be found for exam-

ple in (G. Young and Smith, 2005, ch. 4) and applied for the MNL for example in (Tutz, 2011, p. 223 ff.)

Extension to semi-parametric models, hence splines and nonlinear fitting approaches are possible, see

for example (Li, 2011) or (Kneib, Baumgartner, and Steiner, 2007), but in our case not practical as the

number of degrees of freedom used by the model might exceed the desirable amount. Furthermore, the

interpretation of splines is more complex. As we focus on the applicability of ontic imprecision in

the realm of discrete choice models and the parametric model is by far more common and due to the

arguments mentioned above we use the simple MNL as discrete choice model in this thesis.

2.1.4 Regularization and Variable Selection in the MNL

Variable selection is a crucial aspect of inference modeling if numerous potential variables are available,

thus several approaches facing this problem have been discussed, see for example (Fahrmeir, Kneib,

and Lang, 2007, ch. 3.6) or (Tutz, 2011, ch. 6). Here, in contrast to the mostly subjective and

politological content related pre-selection in chapter 3.1.3, an ideally objective process is strived for.

Irrelevant variables should be excluded from the model to ensure sparsity and model stability, as they

widen prognoses intervals and the null hypothesis of an influence being zero tend to be mistakenly

not rejected. (Fahrmeir, Kneib, and Lang, 2007, p. 156 ff.) There are several alternatives for model
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selection like the AIC, BIC or regularization. While AIC and BIC usually rely on stepwise functions,

which leads to calculation problems with higher dimensional data and arbitrarily different results

depending on the starting point, regularization has become more common among data scientists.

(Mauerer et al., 2015, p. 26 f)

In this thesis we discuss variable selection by regularization, eventually following the approach of

(Tutz, 2011, ch. 6 and 8).

Regularization is generally accomplished by maximizing a modified likelihood function consisting of

the ordinary likelihood l(β ) and a penalization term J(β ) weighted multiplicative with the parameter

λ . The goal can be to either improve model stability or variable selection by setting certain parameters

to exactly zero. We will focus on the latter here. As in our case one variable consists of several

parameters and the desired reduction is only achieved if every parameter of the variable is set to zero,

we used grouped penalties like as proposed by (Tutz, Pößnecker, and Uhlmann, 2015, p. 209 f). While

for ungrouped parameters the L1 norm is necessary to reduce parameter’s values to exactly zero, (ibid.,

p. 210) chooses the L2 norm for the grouped parameters, which in this case shrinks the entire variable

simultaneously to zero. This approach is also used by (Tutz, 2011, p. 235), in which it is explicitly

argued that the L2 norm is sufficient as long as variables are grouped. Hereby, the L2 norm for the

grouped parameters only, constitute of ∑
p
j=1 ||β. j||= ∑

p
j=1(β

2
1 j + · · ·+β 2

k−1 j)
1/2.

We follow (Tutz, Pößnecker, and Uhlmann, 2015, p. 2010) using the L2 norm with grouped classes

for the global variables and the L1 norm for the ungrouped category specific variables in an MNL

developed for discrete choice models about electoral research by (ibid.):

J(β ) = ψ

p

∑
j=1

φ j||β. j||+(1−ψ)
L

∑
l=1

ρl|αl| (2.12)

This is called Categorically Structured Lasso (CATS), penalizing the vector β. j for each variable, as

well as the category specific variables αl , in its most general form. The penalization is internally

weighted by φ j for the global and ρl for the category specific variables. In order to obtain "fair" results

using one λ value for both terms we choose φ j = k−1 and ρl = 1 following (Yuan and Lin, 2006, p. 51

ff.). The further tuning parameter Ψ ∈ (0,1) to either weight regularization on the global or categorical

estimates higher, is further on set to 0.5 as recommended by (Tutz, Pößnecker, and Uhlmann, 2015, p.

210). More about the idea behind equation 2.13 and further information about the CATS lasso can

be found in (ibid.). As mentioned before the entire term J(β ) is weighted by the tuning parameter λ

multiplicatively.

The success of the penalization essentially depends on the lambda value chosen, as it directly influences

the process. While the penalized likelihood with a lambda value of zero is the ordinary likelihood,

a high enough lambda value excludes all variables. As the "right" lambda value is not known, one

usually conducts the regularization over a grid of lambda values, determining the most desirable by

some other model criteria. Here either AIC, BIC or cross validation are common. (ibid., p. 211) While

the BIC usually leads to very sparse models, cross validation usually favors a very small lambda. (ibid.,

p.219 f.) Thus using AIC is common practice and therefore also used in this analysis.
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As argued in the introduction, we use regularization only for variable selection as a better alternative

to step AIC or BIC algorithms, applying grouped classes to eliminate entire variables. After the

unnecessary variables are determined, the model is refitted without regularization or these variables.

The idea of refitting can be found in (Tutz, Pößnecker, and Uhlmann, 2015, p. 211), arguing that bias

resulting from too high lambda values should be avoided.

2.2 Ontic and Epistemic Imprecision

This chapter provides the theoretical groundwork on how imprecision manifested in the form of a set

can be interpreted regarding ontic or epistemic imprecision. In the succeeding chapter the application

to discrete choice models is discussed.

There are two different ways to think about set valued data in the context of imprecision or incomplete

information, discussed thoroughly for example in (Couso, Dubois, and Sánchez, 2014). On the one

hand, one considers the set as an imprecise or fuzzy version of a true underlying value. On the other,

the set or interval could be seen as an entity of itself.

The latter approach is called conjunctive or ontic imprecision, giving precise information of something

imprecise or naturally set valued. Under ontic understanding, all viable information is contained in

a set valued entity. For example the languages that an individual is capable of speaking, following

(Couso and Dubois, 2014). Here, for example the set {German, English, French} contains all the

information about one individual, the set cannot be reduced to one element and be more precise. The

same applies if someone is truly undecided between options. The set containing all the options is the

precise representation of the truth, as it is not possible to reduce the set to fewer elements by definition.

This is an example for natural imprecision in its ontic form. To apply ontic imprecision in our case,

there is a new state space needed, consisting of all possible combinations of the underlying units. This

power set of the original specifications collects the new possible outcomes. As we have nominal, not

ordinal data and a finite original space, we obtain a finite random set (Plass et al., 2015, p. 258) as the

mapping from the original space

Y : Ω→ P(S) (2.13)

for any A⊆ S with S being the state space, P the power set and (Ω,A) the underlying measurable space.

Hence, all combinations are considered as possible outcomes, while for the inverse function holds

Y−1(A) = {ω ∈Ω : Y (ω) = A} ∈ A. (ibid., p. 258) Therefore any element within the combinations

can be traced back to one element in the original set.

Thus, we have a measurable mapping on the power set, which allows us to conduct analysis, equiva-

lently to the original state space consisting in our case of the singular parties. The new set is again of

nominal scale and finite, while containing all set valued combinations descending from the original

parties, providing the same basic mathematical properties like the original set. The resulting set valued

elements of the power set can therefore be examined as categories of their own within for example

choice modeling procedures. Hereby, the elements of the P(S) constitute the subgroups of interest,

while including both the single parties as sets, as well as all possible party combinations.
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The other approach, called epistemic or disjunctive, yields a set in which the precise information is

contained in. This means that one precise value lies within the imprecision of set valued information.

If we change the question in the example above to: what language is most frequently used by the

individual, the set {German, English, French} contains precisely one value which is accurate. If only

this set is given as data, the goal has to be to reduce the imprecision which comes with the elements

contained in the set. Usually a thorough understanding of the underlying structure has to be searched

for, in order to retrieve or estimate this precise value. (Plass, 2018, p. 5 ff.) The epistemic approach

again relies on the power set of the set of the original parties S: Ω→ P(S), only in this case the

resulting combinations contain one true value from the original set. In mathematical terms the precise

value can be understood as a function Yprecise : Ω→ S. Equation 2.14 denotes the notation of the

precise value lying in that set, resulting from this idea. The precise value Yprecise(ω) with ω being one

element of the entire set Ω lies in the set valued information Yepistemic(ω) which contains ω .

{Yprecise(ω) ∈ Yepistemic(ω),∀ω ∈Ω} (2.14)

This value contained in the set valued information hypothetically provided by the poll has to be esti-

mated. For example, upper and lower bounds as one epistemic approach for predictions are discussed

in (Plass et al., 2015, p. 260 f.)

More detailed information about epistemic and ontic understanding of set valued data and embedding

in random sets and set theory can be found for example in (Couso, Dubois, and Sánchez, 2014), (Couso

and Dubois, 2014) or (Nguyen, 2005).

2.3 Discrete Choice Models under Ontic Imprecision

Using set valued data with pre-election polls, regardless of being interpreted under ontic or epistemic

imprecision, distinguish themselves from the conventional approach. For the conventional approach,

used for example by (Tutz, Pößnecker, and Uhlmann, 2015) or (Mauerer et al., 2015), the individual is

forced to state a precise singular party or is not considered in the analysis. Therefore, truly undecided

individuals can not be included in the analysis, as well as no uncertainty related to the choice of the

stated party of any participant is represented at all. The assumption that every individual is identically

convinced about their choice seems very strong and would be weakened severely if set valued answers

are introduced. The undecided individual is therefore either excluded from the analysis or chooses one

precise, but inaccurate value. Especially with the background of an increasing number of undecided

individuals thorough examination of this phenomena is of interest. Hereby, the set valued answer is

the precise representation of the reality at that given point in time, regardless of how imprecise it is

concerning the voting outcome. Furthermore, the degree of certainty is represented with the number

of elements in the set, in contrast to the conventional approach, for which any precise statement is

regarded the same. In this thesis, we thus emphasize the importance of the set valued approach.
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For the set valued approach, both the epistemic and the ontic understanding of imprecision are

applicable, even though specializing on different questions. For one, the disjunctive or epistemic

approach seems plausible, as each individual is forced to cast one final, not set valued, vote on election

day. Consideration of the final vote and therefore reduction of the set valued answers of undecided

individuals is necessary for election outcome predictions. The underlying imprecision is obvious, as

the real information (the party which the individual will vote for) is assumed to lie precisely in the set

of the undecided individual. The process of how this vote comes about is not clear, and might occur

due to a coin flip in the voting cabin or some other arbitrary procedure. It does not even have to be

known by the individual itself yet, but for the epistemic view it is enough that this single value exists

in the set of all possibilities. For discrete choice models, as introduced above, epistemic imprecision is

not straight forward applicable, as the choice is mandatory for the estimation.

On the other hand, the ontic understanding of the set valued responses obtained lays emphasis on a dif-

ferent topic in political science, namely the one of voting behavior. Hereby, the undecided individuals

pondering between specific parties are explicitly of interest. For both the affected parties and political

scientists these individuals constitute further groups in the process of the voting decision process. The

set of parties precisely determines their position. Thus, analyzing behavior of these groups using

choice modeling seems evident. Considering these groups as entities of themselves provides a different

angle on the decision processes.

This resembles the argument of (Oscarsson and Rosema, 2019) mentioned in the introduction, that the

natural decision process includes a stage in which individuals are pondering between options (ibid.,

p. 257 ff.) and that this stage provides valuable information that should not simply be thrown away.

Unlike their research, we further the approach by explicitly analyzing choice of the individual members

in a group undecided between specific parties.

Hereby, we model the probability of individuals with certain features being in a specific group, decided

or undecided. Thus, the discrete choice model does not focus on the election outcome, but on the

underlying question of the real political position of the polls participants, contributing to an important

topic in electoral research.

The state space of discrete choice models under ontic imprecision consists of the power set of the

single parties, used as state space by conventional models, like as explained in the chapter above.

The original nominal and finite alternatives given by the parties, in our case of the six main parties

of Germany {AfD, FDP, CDU/CSU, SPD, Green, Left} 1 is therefore extended to the set of all the

possible combinations of these six parties leading to 63 alternatives excluding the empty set. These are

once again nominal, and finite options enabling straight forward discrete choice models. All common

statistical methods applicable under the conventional approach can be used for the new state space.

1 Alternative für Deutschland (AfD), Freie Demokratische Partei (FDP), Christlich Demokratische Union (CDU), Christlich

Soziale Union (CSU), Sozialdemokratische Partei (SPD), Bündnis 90/Die Grünen (Green), Die Linke (Left)
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3 Discrete Choice Models for the 2017 German Federal Election

under Ontic Imprecision

In this chapter the methods developed in chapter 2 will be set to practice using the data from the German

Longitudinal Election Study for the German federal election of 2017. First, the data’s background, the

pre-selection of variables, descriptive connections and the construction of the variable "ontic" will be

discussed. Second, the models with and without ontic imprecision will be specified and third, results

will be interpreted and models compared.

3.1 The Data from the German Longitudinal Election Study

In this chapter the data’s background, as well as the essential, artificial construction of the ontic

variable later on written as "ontic" is discussed. Furthermore, the qualitative pre-variable selection, to

ensure comparability to recent research with the conventional approach is described and descriptive

connections as well as item nonresponse is examined.

3.1.1 Background and Emergence of the Data

The German Longitudinal Election Study (GLES), founded in 2009, is a project in cooperation with

several research facilities to provide continually high quality data for voting and election research

in Germany, financed by the German Research Foundation. (GLES, 2019b) It is the most extensive

German election survey and one of the biggest worldwide. (ibid.) The study was founded as a cross

sectional survey for the federal elections of 2009, 2013 and 2017 with longitudinal character and will

in future be extended and carried out in cooperation with DGfW. 2 (GLES, 2019a)

For each federal election a pre- and post-election survey is conducted with a sample size of about 2100,

referring to all citizens over 15 years old who are eligible to vote. (GLES, 2019c) The proportion

of participants from East to West Germany is 1/3 to 2/3 respectively, hence over representing East

Germany, in order to enable in depth analysis of the important issue of geographical difference. Other

than this, representativity is strived for within the sampling design. (ibid.) About one hour long

Computer Assisted Personal Interviews (CAPI) are used to collect the data and in the case of the

pre-election survey the interviews are conducted in the timespan beginning two months until few days

before the election. In the timespan of 48 days, about 42 participants are interviewed every day.(ibid.)

For our analysis we assume respondents to be homogeneous over the timespan and we do not adjust for

the disproportional amount of East German citizens, following the referenced work using this source

of data.

As we intend to apply ontic imprecision in our analysis, only the pre-election survey is used. Further,

we only focus on the most recent election of 2017 in a cross sectional, non longitudinal manner for

which 2179 observations are available with 2117 eligible to vote. The survey holds a huge variety of

2 Deutsche Gesellschaft fÃijr Wahlforschung: German Society for Electoral Research
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questions, selected and constructed by quantitative and qualitative research, resulting in 119 different

questions in the pre-election survey alone. (GLES, 2019c)

Additionally to the usual question about the single preferred party, the participants are explicitly asked

about their certainty attached to their intent as well as their assessment of the main participating parties.

This enables us to construct a set valued variable "ontic" in chapter 3.1.2 and thus makes analysis

under ontic imprecision possible with this dataset.

The six main parties in Germany above the necessary 5% threshold to enter the parliament are {AfD,

FDP, CDU/CSU, SPD, Green, Left}, which are considered in the analysis, while the other parties are

cumulated in an "other" category and are effectively not considered for the choice modeling. The

parties CSU and CDU, competing in different states but operating as one party on federal level are

combined.

In the German federal election system, there are two votes of which the first is cast for a politician

(mostly member of a party), representing the election district while the second is cast for a party

directly. Due to tactical voting for the first vote (Herrmann, 2015, ch. 3-5) and candidate dependency,

we primarily focus on the second vote, following most research like (Mauerer et al., 2015) or (Tutz,

Pößnecker, and Uhlmann, 2015). Further details on the German electoral system can be found under

(Bundeswahlleiter, 2019).

3.1.2 Construction of the Variable "Ontic"

As mentioned in the introduction, this thesis contributes to the solution of a chicken-egg-dilemma

(Fink, 2018, p. 7), by proving the applicability of discrete choice models under ontic imprecision with

an artificial constructed variable "ontic". The construction, implemented in this chapter is therefore

necessary. Further, we want to gain more detailed and accurate results about individuals’ behavior

for the German federal election of 2017, by using the information provided by the GLES in an ontic

manner. The arbitrary component in the construction process is outweighed by the benefits of represen-

tation of uncertain individuals.

As mentioned in chapter 3.1.1, sufficient information is provided by the survey for a credible construc-

tion process. Hereby, the preferred party if stated, the assessment of the parties on a scale of +5 to -5

and the certainty about the preferred party in the four categories very certain, fairly certain, not certain

and not certain at all, are represented in the data. If an individual does not provide information for

both the intended party and consequently neither about the associated uncertainty, he is categorized as

uncertain. This leads to the graph plot in figure 1.

The category of participants being very certain is the biggest one, but the not certain or not certain

at all category accounts for about 38 % of the observations. As mentioned in the introduction, the

variable "ontic" is introduced to adjust for the uncertain individuals, which according to plot 1 seems

highly recommended, as exclusion of all uncertain individual distorts the overall picture.

The construction relies primarily on the uncertainty of the individual, while each individual is assigned
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Figure 1: Frequencies of the degree of certainty attached to the intent within the data

a set containing at least one party. If the individual is not very certain, the set can be amended, while

using the assessment of the parties. For each very certain individual, the stated party is the only one

contained in the set, not differing from the conventional analysis. For the other individuals it is is

distinguished between fairly certain and not certain or not certain at all. First, the participants who are

fairly certain can be assigned more parties to their ontic set, if he or she assigns his maximal affinity

to more than one party. Second, the set for the participants considering themselves not certain or not

certain at all, any party will be amended that is assigned the highest or second highest rating by the

individual on the scale between +5 and -5. At this point it can be argued for the approach of selecting

all parties assessed positively. But as individuals tend to perceive scales very differently the individual

specific highest and second highest rating seem more suited. This furthermore avoids dropping all

individuals without any positive party assessment, which is not desirable.

Individuals confident to vote for none of the six big parties are excluded in the previous steps. We

assume that at least most of the individuals who are uncertain and assess the big parties positively, will

vote for one of them and not for one of the small parties.

For the MNL like for all other regression models, sufficient observations for each category is necessary

to ensure stable estimation. Perfect separation has to be avoided, in the sense that estimation is not

possible if there are no observations in one group for a certain variable. Thus we only permit categories

with at least 40 observations leading to overall 13 categories of the possible 63 instead of the original

six. The other categories unfortunately have to be left out leading to loss of observations. After the

preprocessing we still have 1649 observations of the original 2117. Every observation for which the

individual is not very certain and does not assess more than one party has to be excluded from the

analysis. Figure 2 shows frequencies of the considered categories from left to right of the political
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Figure 2: Number of observations for each constructed ontic category within the data

spectrum.

For further analysis all observations excluded for the constructed variable "ontic" are as well excluded

from the conventional one, to ensure comparability. The connection between the variable "ontic" and

the conventional single party variable and the resulting frequencies for the conventional approach are

displayed in table 1 in chapter 3.1.4.

3.1.3 Pre-Selection and Variable Description

This chapter provides qualitative pre-variable selection for the succeeding models out of the 119

questions provided by the survey.

For reasons of clarity, avoidance of item nonresponse and model stability not all variables of the survey

can be considered. To ensure comparability to other research without the novel ontic approach, we

orientate us towards the recent publication on the German federal election using discrete choice models

from (Mauerer et al., 2015), (Tutz, Pößnecker, and Uhlmann, 2015) and (Tutz, 2011). The aim of
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the analysis is mostly to prove the concept, therefore direct comparison with recent research seems

advisable.

Thus, in the first step 10 variables are selected, which according to (Mauerer et al., 2015, p. 31) are

empirically and qualitatively justified. This results in the individual specific variables: age (numeric),

sex (1:male, 0:female), most important source of information (1: internet, 0:other), member of a

union (1:yes, 0:no), politically interested (1:yes, 0:no), resident from East or West Germany (1:West,

0:East), working class/lower class (1:yes, 0:no), confession christianity (1:yes, 0:no), satisfaction with

democracy (1:yes, 0:no) and high school degree (1:yes, 0:no). For the year of 2017 the question of

whether or not there should be a fixed maximum limit for refugees is amended, due to the emerging

political importance of this question, at the time. (Haller, 2017, p. 22)

The variables concerning unemployment and union membership have to be left out, as the very low

number of unemployed individuals and individuals in a union leads to perfect separation and thus

estimation problems. As an alternative to unemployment the subjective social layer of the individual is

considered.

For the category specific variables there are four options at hand, provided by the survey. Each relying

on the subjective placement of oneself and all the parties considered on a certain scale. In the manner

discussed in chapter 2.1.2 the absolute distance between those two points is used as a category specific

variable. All placements of the individuals are subjective leading to a so called natural scale, for which

only the personal distance is relevant while the objective or self position of the party is negligible. The

possible variables provided by the survey are: The left/right position scale, the position toward climate

change meaning how much the economy is allowed to suffer in order to reduce emissions, to what

extent foreigners are allowed to move into Germany, and to what extend taxed should be increased

to secure welfare and social projects. In order not to drop out of the analysis in an available case

procedure, the individual has to place both himself as well as all parties on that scale. As this naturally,

but regrettably occurs quite frequently depending on the question at hand, using all four variables

would lead to vast reduction of sample size. On the other hand, do global variables usually have a lot

of predictive power, and thus improve the analysis. As a compromise only the variable with by far the

least drop outs is chosen, which is the left-right scale. For the set valued party combinations in the

ontic analysis the mean of the differences towards the parties is used.

For the purpose of model stability and to improve the clarity concerning interpretation, most variables

are regarded binary following the example of (Mauerer et al., 2015) and (Tutz, Pößnecker, and Uhlmann,

2015). This leads to sparse degrees of freedom used and enables straight forward interpretation. One

example is the subjective socioeconomic status, which is originally divided in five categories: lower

class, working class, lower middle, upper middle and upper class. This is modified into a binary

variable whether or not the individual sees himself in the lower or working class. The age is a metric

variable while categorical variables are generally avoided following the example of (Mauerer et al.,

2015) and (Tutz, Pößnecker, and Uhlmann, 2015).

Figure 3 illustrates the nonresponse for every one of the randomly ordered 2117 individuals listed on

the y-axis divided by each variable considered on the x-axis. Hereby, patterns of nonresponse can
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be examined and the overall nonresponse situation is outlined. One can observe, that if one item is

missing for a certain individual, another one is frequently missing as well.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the item nonresponse concerning the chosen variables in the data

Nonresponse is a considerable problem in any analysis using data from voluntary surveys. If the

process behind the nonresponse is not random, bias is introduced. (Rubin, 2004) In this thesis we

go for the most common way to deal with nonresponse by using the available cases after variable

selection, fully aware of the drawbacks from this choice. But since all the reference work for this

thesis also opts for available case analysis, we accept the disadvantages. For further works multiple

imputation approaches, similar to what can be found in (ibid.) are possible.
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3.1.4 Descriptive Statistics

In this chapter connections between the endogenous variables as well as properties of the exogenous

variables, chosen in the previous chapter are examined.

As there are mostly binary variables, the problem of multicollinearity is not as delicate. The highest

correlation between two independent variables is 35%, thus below the usual thresholds considered

problematic.

Now we focus on the relation between the two endogenous variables for the models. Table 1 visualizes

the frequencies of the dependent variables of both models. One can observe which observations of

the "ontic" categories descent from which in the conventional model. Hereby, the "other" category

represents the individuals that are undecided or did not choose one of the six main parties. As the

Table 1: Display of the connection between the conventional and ontic numbers of observations for

each category

amount of certain individuals is rather high within the population, most individuals to list one specific

party are in the set consisting of only this party for the constructed variable "ontic". The highest ratio

of people not certain to vote for their preferred party choose the Green party, in contrast to individuals

choosing the AfD of whom evidently everyone is very certain in this population. The "other" category,

which is neglected for conventional analysis is assigned to different categories under ontic imprecision,

with the main one being the set containing the most common parties CDU/CSU and SPD.

Further on, the descriptive connection between the binary exogenous and the endogenous variable for

both models are displayed. Table 2 is a cross table between the frequencies of ones (the mean) for all

binary variables and the ontic categories while table 3 shows them for the conventional approach. This

provides the descriptive connection between the variables selected, except for the metric variable age

and the global variable left/right scale. The results give a first impression of what to expect in the later

analysis. Striking for both the ontic and the conventional table, is the high number of supporters for a

fixed limit for refugees within the AfD supporters and their low level of satisfaction with democracy.

People who are categorized to a set containing the green party or only the green party tend to be very

satisfied with democracy.

There are also interesting distinctions between the ontic and conventional approach, with the ontic

providing more detailed information. One example would be the proportions of christian individuals

within the Left or Left/Green category. Hereby, the proportion of Left/Green christian voters is a lot
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Table 2: The mean of the binary variables split up between the ontic categories

Table 3: The mean of the binary variables split up between the conventional categories

higher than the one of the Left party alone, therefore more information is provided using the ontic

approach which enables this more detailed statement. Several other cases can be found comparing

the tables, showing that the ontic view generally provides more information. Furthermore, does the

set containing only one party in the variable "ontic" sometimes differ from their counterpart in the

conventional analysis, indicating differences between the approaches.

3.2 The Model

Within this chapter the MNL as a discrete choice model as explained in chapter 2.1 is applied to the

data of the GLES for the German federal election in 2017. There are two models fitted to illustrate the

differences between the two approaches, one relying on the set valued party combination chosen in

chapter 3.1.2 and the other relying on the conventional approach. To ensure comparability, the models

will be constructed using the same bases of observations and variables, thus excluding all observations

for the conventional approach which are not considered for the ontic one due to item nonresponse. The
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regularization is conducted and the results of both models are interpreted and compared.

First, regularization is used to determine the variables further used. Second, both models are finally

explicitly specified and third interpreted, compared and evaluated.

The regularization is fitted using the R package MRSP from (Tutz, Pößnecker, and Uhlmann, 2015) and

the final model with the package mlogit from (Croissant, 2012)

3.2.1 Applied Regularization

The regularization is used, as explained in chapter 2.1.4, as a tool for variable selection. Therefore, we

conduct the regularization in order to determine the variables to use in the succeeding chapters.

We apply a categorically structured lasso also called CATS lasso, with a symmetric constraint to avoid

an arbitrary influence by choosing a reference category. We use regularization following equation 2.12

in chapter 2.1.4 applied to the entire group of global estimates from one variable. Thus, if the influence

of the entire variables’ estimates is penalized to exactly zero the variable will no longer be regarded for

further analysis. Furthermore, a grid of 100 lambdas is used for the fitting process, while the ideal

lambda is determined by the resulting models’ AIC. This procedure is motivated throughout (Tutz,

Pößnecker, and Uhlmann, 2015) and (Mauerer et al., 2015, p. 30).

Figure 4 provides an overview of the regularization process and therefore which variables are permitted

in the model. On the x-axis the log(1−λ ) transformation of the lambda values is shown and dependent

on this value the regularized estimates are illustrated. The line 1.5 determines the lambda value chosen

by AIC model selection criteria. The group effect can clearly be observed, as the influences for one

variable of all parties converge to exactly 0 with the same lambda value. For λ = 0 the plot shows the

estimates for unpenalized discrete choice estimation for the model.

The variables for sex, politicly interested and working/lower class, are therefore being removed from

the model by setting their coefficients to exactly zero. Thus, these variables will no longer be considered

in the following model. If the same CATS model is employed under the conventional approach, no

further variables drop out of the analysis.

Consequently, for further analysis a model with one category specific and seven individual specific

variables is fitted for both the conventional and ontic approach. No further penalization is used for

these models, following the argument of (Tutz, Pößnecker, and Uhlmann, 2015, p. 211) that refitting is

preferable to ensure end results which are not too highly penalized and thus biased, as penalization

always introduces some sort of bias.
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Figure 4: Visualization of the regularization applied to the binary variables chosen, dependent on the

lambda value on the x-axis and the estimate on the y-axis

3.2.2 Model Specification

There are two final models specified in this chapter. To ensure comparability both models are based on

the variable selection with one category specific and seven individual specific variables. For the same

reason the observations are kept as close to each other as possible, leaving out the observations not in
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the ontic approach for the conventional model.

The number of observations using available case analysis as explained in chapter 3.1.2 is 1390 for the

ontic model while 1154 for the conventional. This difference results from the completely undecided

voters that did not list a party but still are included in the ontic approach.

The predictor for both models is specified as:

ηr = β0 +αLe f t/Right · (wr, j−wk, j)+

β1 xage +β2 Ipolitically interested +β3 Iwest germany+

β4 Ichristian +β5 Isatis f ied w. democracy +β6 Ihigh school degree

β7 Ire f ugee limit

(3.1)

for the category r compared to reference category k, with wr, j−wk, j denoting the difference to the

reference category for the category specific influence for individual j. The indicator function for each

binary variable is written as I, while the intercept is employed for model stability.

In order to solve the estimation problem some kind of restriction, usually in the form of a reference

category has to be chosen. Results are always interpreted regarding this category. In our analysis the

biggest party CDU/CSU, positioning itself in the middle of society 3, is chosen as reference category.

3.3 Results and Interpretation

In this chapter the models fitted according to the procedures explained in chapter 2 are diagnosed,

interpreted and compared. The models are estimated using the R package mlogit developed by

(Croissant, 2012). This chapter provides an outline of the most important results and compares the two

approaches. The similarity is discussed, while some results are interpreted. As the underlying data

and variables are the same with the exception of the truly undecided, the results of the two models

can be directly compared. If the distinction between the undecided is not important, the results of

the conventional approach should be similar to the results for the one party set contained in the ontic

approach. On the other hand, if results differ, this emphasizes the virtue of the new approach, stressing

the importance of including the uncertainty. As the uncertainty is accounted for, the new approach

is more accurate than the conventional one, following both, a more nuanced and a more precise path.

Therefore, even if a result is the same for both approaches, the new one can be seen as more reliable, as

it does not depend on the more restrictive assumption concerning the undecided. For the analysis, after

explaining how estimates are interpreted, we discuss the results of both models separately with primary

focus on the new, ontic approach and compare the estimates contained in both models afterwards.

The results are interpreted as multiplicative odds, always referring to the reference category of the

CDU/CSU under the ceteris paribus statement, thus only enabling relative, not absolute interpretation.

For example, in table 4 for voters who say they are politically interested relative to those who are

3 see: https://www.cdu.de/system/tdf/media/dokumente/170703regierungsprogramm2017.pdf?file=1

(Last visited 16.10.2019)
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not (first row, third column), the odds for voting for the AfD instead of voting for the CDU/CSU

change multiplicative by the factor of exp(1,04) = 2.829, given all other covariates stay the same. The

category specific influence, only one estimate for each model, is interpreted analogously, by comparing

one preference distance to another. Furthermore, it has to be noted that no statement about causality of

the effect is made, but merely connections are displayed.

For each estimate the p-value from the test H0 : βi, j = 0 is provided, thus referring to an estimate

significant different from zero. In tables 4 and 5 we only distinguish between p < 0.1 : ∗; p < 0.05 :

∗∗; p < 0.01 : ∗ ∗ ∗ regarding the significance of influences. More on testing and how the statistic

comes about can be found in (Croissant, 2012, p. 24 ff.).

First, looking at the ontic model, there are 104 individual specific and one category specific esti-

mates. The results are illustrated in table 4, not showing the category specific estimate for the left/right

difference with -0.756, which is significant with three stars. The model reaches a so called McFaddens

R2 of 0.20516, which constitutes a measure for the quality of fit for which each value between 0.2 and

0.4 is considered as an excellent fit. (McFadden, 1977, ch. 15) Furthermore, no estimation problems

occur, as can be seen by sufficient values within the Hessian Matrix.

Roughly half the estimates are significantly different from zero at least for the level of 0.1. We pri-

marily focus on those estimates to ensure at least some kind of reliability within the result. Regarding

significance in such models with many variables, one has to be aware of the multiple testing problem

as discussed by (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995), according to which several estimates are possibly

classified as significant even though they are not.

Table 4: Results of the individual specific variables from the ontic model

Further on, from each column at least one estimate is interpreted and some remarks on possible

implications on the political landscape are made.

An increase of age (second column) by one year decreases the chance to choose most parties compared

to the CDU/CSU, hence the negative sign within all significant estimates. Especially, the chance to
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choose the category Left/Green decreases with rising age and this, nearly twice as fast as with the

categories containing the single parties Left or Green. Findings like these are only possible due to the

ontic approach and would be dismissed within the conventional approach, not distinguishing between

those groups of interest. Hereby, the already known tendency that young people rather vote for the

Left or Green party (Brenke and Kritikos, 2017, p. 596 ff.) can be extended to the consideration that

younger people are even more frequently undecided between those two parties. This is by all means an

interesting finding.

The highest influence of subjectively being politically interested (third column) compared to those

choosing CDU/CSU has the estimator of the AfD nearly tripling the chance. The AfD is widely

considered as a protest party, for which a considerable number of individuals vote only to punish the

established parties. (Hambauer and Mays, 2017, p. 135 ff.) Furthermore, the topics of the AfD are

considered to be narrow by several sources (ibid.) and major political aspects like the position towards

the retirement payments were not even addressed for a long time. This makes this result relying on

subjective self placement even more interesting.

Differences between former West and East Germany (forth column) are an ongoing topic in electoral

research due to the different cultural background and the disadvantageous economic situation in East

Germany. (Bock and Fiedler, 2013) Our results confirm our expectation, that rather radical parties

profit from the situation, namely the Left and the AfD. The set SPD/Left has the most negative effect,

once again a finding, only possible with the ontic approach, while the chance for choosing the Green

party or a set containing the Green party rises drastically in the West.

Not being of Christian faith (fifth column) reduces the chance for almost any other category than the

CDU/CSU severely. Hereby, the word "christian" in both the CDU and CSU names probably plays

a role. Surprisingly, the AfD has a rather high negative estimate with -0.798, even though the party

presents itself as very concerned about the christian heritage as can be seen in their party program on

page 11, 35 and 47 4.

In comparison to the party CDU/CSU leading the government for the past 12 years at the time of this

poll, most other categories induce not as much satisfaction with democracy (sixth column). Especially

the AfD, a protest party to some extent, as mentioned before, with -2.151 provides the highest estimate

of the analysis, signaling strong dissatisfaction.

For higher education (seventh column) the Green party holds the highest positive effect, which is a

phenomenon frequently discussed in political post election analysis like in (Brenke and Kritikos, 2017,

p. 599).

The maximal limit of refugees (eighth column) was originally proposed by a politician of the CSU.

The estimates for categories containing the Green party and the Green party itself evidently signal

opposition to that idea. Especially, the set of CDU/CSU/Green is interesting, as the chance decreases

severely even though the party proposing the concept are within this category. This distinction is only

possible due to the ontic analysis, providing more precise and thorough information.

4 https://www.afd.de/wp-content/uploads/sites/111/2017/06/2017-06-01_

AfD-Bundestagswahlprogramm_Onlinefassung.pdf (Last visited 16.10.2019)
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While most results seem to concede with the public political opinion, very interesting points can

be found within this model. Especially the extension to choice sets provides valuable, precise and new

information, improving the conventional approach with a more differentiated view.

The conventional model relies on 48 individual and one category specific three star significant estimate

of -0.670. The results can be seen in table 5 showing the 48 individual specific estimates in the seven

categories plus intercept. The conventional model even reaches an McFaddens R2 of 0.27838 signaling

an excellent fit and also no occurrence of estimation problems occur.

In this thesis the results of the conventional modeling approach merely serves as comparison to the

new, ontic, set valued approach and are therefore not discussed more thoroughly themselves.

Table 5: Results of the individual specific variables from the conventional model

The results of the two approaches will now be directly compared in table 6, examining differences and

similarities for the six main parties contained between both models.

Table 6: Comparison of the results of the individual specific variables from ontic and conventional

models for the main six parties for the second vote

Overall the results are similar in most cases, but differences can be found. The Green Party diverges

the most, which can be lead back to the highest uncertainty within this group as was displayed in

chapter 3.1.4 in figure 1. Hereby, total differences of 0.357 in the case of High School Degree or 0.212

with the maximal limit for refugees arise. But also differences for other parties can be found like for

the SPD and the satisfaction with democracy.

Even though differences do occur, the estimates reciprocally lie in the 95% confidence intervals of the

other approach. This can probably be reduced to the fairly high uncertainty attached to the multinomial

estimation process.
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Due to these facts and most estimates being similar, apparently no severe bias is introduced by ne-

glecting the uncertainty associated with the preferred party. Never the less, more nuanced and precise

information is obtained in several cases, providing new insights into electoral choice for the German

federal election of 2017. As argued before, the ontic model does not rely on the severe assumption

concerning the undecided and can therefore be seen as the more accurate approach. The more credible

results come at the price of more and thus smaller category groups in regard to sample size and hence

more numerical instability. Overall the virtues of the new approach are evident, while the loss of

numerical stability has to be taken into account.

In this paragraph the first vote is briefly analyzed regarding the differences between the ontic and the

conventional model. The results for the first vote should be analyzed cautiously, as the first vote is

prone to strategic voting (Herrmann, 2015) leading to difficulties with aggregated numbers and is as

well person as party dependent. Never the less the results are shown following the idea of the proof of

concept in table 7.

Table 7: Comparison of the results of the individual specific variables from ontic and conventional

models for the main six parties for the first vote

The models unsurprisingly differ more than the ones for the second vote, due to reasons mentioned

above with several changes in sign like for being of Christian faith for the AfD. These severe differences,

even though regarded with caution, stress once again how the new approach provides a distinguishable

perspective.
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4 Concluding Remarks

This thesis concerned itself with a method of choice modeling taking into account the undecided voters

in multiparty systems. While the conventional approach, only providing the option of a precise answer

falls short to deal with the rising number of undecided individuals, set valued response constitutes an

opportunity to face this problem. The resulting set valued information can be analyzed under ontic or

epistemic imprecision, while for an examination of groups undecided between specific parties prior to

the election the ontic approach is advisable. We demonstrated that state of the art choice modeling is

applicable under ontic imprecision, by extending the original state space to its power set. Following

this idea, all statistical methods for the original, nominal state space can be transferred to the new

power-set, providing methodological groundwork for further research on this topic.

To conduct the analysis for the German federal election of 2017, the set valued response was artificially

constructed using the uncertainty and assessment of parties available for each individual. The results

show similarity between most estimates of the conventional and ontic approach, but some differences

can be found. Hereby, the ontic approach not reliant on the strong assumption concerning the

undecided, provides more detailed information and directly addresses the groups undecided between

specific parties. The approach is therefore advantageous in two ways: One, laying the methodological

foundation for further research under ontic imprecision and two, providing more detailed, plausible

choice modeling for the German federal election of 2017 by addressing the undecided.

Now that the methodological applicability is proven to be proficient, we strongly suggest to allow

for multiple answers in pre-election polls, collecting valuable data and directly allowing for the ontic

approach. One drawback of the approach is the smaller number of observations in each group if

multiple categories are amended without enlargement of the overall sample size, increasing numerical

instability within the new approach. On the other hand are undecided individuals not neglected

and therefore more information is used. Nevertheless this consideration process has to be evaluated

carefully.

Set valued information, gathered in pre-election polls opens the door to all kinds of interesting, new

research. Epistemic approaches for bayesian electoral outcome predictions as well as further choice

modeling and ontic imprecision are promising. As now methods for dealing with set valued response

are available, this idea could impact all electoral research, leading to analysis not relying on a too

strong assumption in times of increasing numbers of undecided voters.
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